Lesson 3: Where Does Air Pollution Go?
Name:

Date:

Directions
Watch the GeoBeats News video to learn how air pollution travels from China to the United States.
Then read the article below to learn more about the topic. Use the Notes Organizer to compare the
article and the video and share what you’ve learned.

Article
Air Pollution in China Is Spreading Across the Pacific Ocean to the U.S.
Many of the things we buy in the United States are made
in Chinese factories. These factories create a lot of air
pollution. Did you know China has some of the highest
levels of air pollution in the world? Sometimes the air is

so polluted that factories and schools shut down and
people are told to stay indoors. Air pollution affects
everyone’s health. Hospital emergency rooms fill with
people who are sick and have trouble breathing. To bring
attention to this problem, one wealthy Chinese
businessman has begun selling fresh air in a can. For 80
cents, you can buy a soda can filled with nothing but air!
Air pollution from Chinese factories doesn’t stay in China. NASA (National Aeronautics and Space
Administration) uses satellites to track air pollution as it moves through the atmosphere. Air
pollutants from China move across the Pacific Ocean to Alaska, Oregon, and California. When

pollution from China blows over to the United States, it combines with pollution created by
American cars and factories. All that air pollution adds up to a big problem!

(continued on next page)
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Air pollution can also affect the weather and our environment. Scientists wanted to do an
experiment to see if pollution from China could cause stronger storms to form over the Pacific

Ocean. They created a model to help them
understand the effect of air pollution on weather.
They ran the mathematical model under two
situations. The air over Asia was clean in the first
situation. The scientists added air pollution from

China in the second situation. The model showed
air pollution from China causes more powerful
storms to form over the Pacific Ocean. These
storms may bring a lot of rainfall which can cause
flooding. This could also affect weather all over
the United States!

Air Pollution over China (Image via US NASA SeaWiFT project)

China has some of the worst air
pollution in the world because they
have fewer laws, or rules, than

countries like the United States.
China is beginning to make
changes to protect the air. The
Chinese government wants
companies to use modern
machines that don’t create so much
air pollution. With more clean air
laws, the air in China will slowly get
Shanghai, China

better.

People used to think pollution from other parts of the world would not affect the United States. Now
we know that air pollution can travel much further than we thought. Countries must all work
together to protect our air so everyone can breathe easily!
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Notes Organizer
Video
GeoBeats News

Article
Air Pollution from China

What did you learn?

What else do you want to know?

